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coming soon to the stock of the lenovo vibe lenovo today announced the launch of the first smartphone
in india to ship with dolby atmos, the worlds best 3d audio technology. the lenovo vibe k8 note will be
available at leading national and retail stores on 3 june 2017 at an mrp of rs 34,999 for the 2gb ram +
32gb storage configuration and rs 42,999 for the 3gb ram + 64gb storage configuration. dolby atmos is
a next generation surround sound technology that effectively creates a third dimension to high fidelity
audio to enhance the listening experience. the technology is the worlds first to use 3d audio, delivering a
true 3d experience and elevating the immersion of the listeners experience. with dolby atmos enabled
smartphones users can experience high fidelity sounds in all aspects of everyday life, giving movie-goers
the ability to appreciate the best visuals and soundtracks of the world as per their preference; playing
games, enjoying live music, or enjoying live performances. the lenovo vibe k8 note is the first device to
offer dolby atmos, the worlds best 3d audio technology and dolby atmos-capable headphones for a
premium smartphone experience. the lenovo yoga 700, is equipped with a 5.2-inch full hd ips (1920 x
1080 pixels) display, a qualcomm snapdragon 626 64-bit quad-core processor, dolby atmos and the
latest xiaomi tab 4 gb ram + 32gb memory. with dolby atmos the lenovo yoga 700 smartphone is the
first smartphone to ship with this technology in the smartphone industry. dolby atmos technology is a
next generation surround sound technology that effectively creates a third dimension to high fidelity
audio to enhance the listening experience. the technology is the worlds first to use 3d audio, delivering a
true 3d experience and elevating the immersion of the listeners experience.
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as you may know, android devices run most of their code in the form of android system files (asfs) and
many bloatware apps also include asf files. because a bootloader locks down your device so that you can

only boot the stock firmware, we need to unlock it first. we cant unlock the device unless youve got
access to the bootloader, the unlock key, and the stock firmware for your specific device. while it is

possible to root your lenovo vibe k5 a6020l36 without the bootloader, it is not possible to run a custom
recovery such as twrp on the device. if you have an unlock key, we will follow the stock firmware

unlocking process. before we can go ahead with any process, its important to confirm that your device is
not rooted already because your device will not boot if it is already rooted. the easiest way to do this is

to open the google play store and install the utility app its inside what's new for the k8 note is a new
software experience that leverages face detection, to help users find things with ease. the users of the

k8 note will be able to find apps for specific purposes by drawing a simple, specific shape, find the
appropriate music files by a pattern on the screen, or even push an app to a less used part of the screen
by rotating the phone. lenovo india has already launched two smartphones in the indian market under its
moto and yoga brands. the lenovo k8 note (highlight: the k8 note is the first smartphone in india to ship
with dolby atmos, a technology that enables true 3d audio - the pictures and videos that you capture are
reproduced with more vivid colors and sounds; even the best game, movie and music were never better)

and the lenovo yoga 700 (highlight: the lenovo yoga 700 sports 5.2 inches full hd ips display, a 1.5ghz
quad-core processor, dolby atmos and a dual camera) to its consumers. you may find something useful

here :-) 5ec8ef588b
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